How imperfect is Expression –

Maids of St. Luke

Sisters of Kilbroney

Over the Muir among the Heather
The Garland of Love

(Music in Tekeli)

Oh, songs of love, O songs of love,

Stay, stay you rogue, stay, stay.

The Garland of Love

(Music in Tekeli)
When Pensive I thought on my Love —

Heavens of the Soul —

St. Mary’s Cottage Maria
Blue Bell of Scotland

March of the British Troops to

The Attack on Trafalgar

2. March in the Highland Style

(The Troops ascending the Heights)

Prince Regent's Air

I played this Tune to the Duke of Gordon at

Gordon Castle, 6th Feb 1833.
201. Spanish Morganza

202. Lwamante

203. The Thorn Song

204. Durandort de Betema

205. Spell

206. Song

207. Spell
Scotch March

Contra Danse 6/8

Haste to Ballyhoo! 6/8

Sung to Ballyhoo! 6/8
274. The Pleasant Rocks

(From Moore's Melodies)

275. Highland Chant

276. Lae o' Strathbogie, Lala o' the Old Highland an

277. Sheen on the Carron

278. Lorie o' Buchan
A Thousand Hailings on the Lovely Youth

(The Cradle in the Desert)

An Irish Air as played by B. Hain.

The parts should be played

behind the lower of the instruments and around.
231. Duke of Atholes March and Rebrach

[Musical notation]
Charlie Stewart (a Reel)

Lord MacDonald's Reel

Whistle o'er the lave o' the

Neil Gordon Farewelled to Whiskey

Mrs. Linn's Reel in the morning
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